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Dutch Oven Magic: An Easy to Follow Cookbook for Delicious Dutch Oven RecipesThis recipe book

contains 24 different recipes that have one common ingredientâ€”a Dutch Oven. There is a complete

list of ingredients and directions for you to follow.There are two sections in this cookbook. The first

section contains 10 recipes for cooking at home, and the second section includes 14 campfire

recipes. Recipes You Will Discover InsideRecipes for home: Soups to CasserolesRecipes for home:

Chicken Wings Breakfast, Main Meals and Dessert for Around the CampfireCampfire Recipes:

Biscuits and Gravy Would You Like to Know More? Donâ€™t settle for another night of boring

chicken. Try making the Chicken Risotto or the Chicken Stew in your Dutch Oven. If you are ready

to discover how to cook with your Dutch Oven around the campfire, scroll up and get a copy of

Dutch Oven Magic NOW!
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This book is missing the mark quite a bit. It says it is an outdoor book, but then it shows an indoor

use dutch oven.First, the directions are vague. They are especially vague in regards to things like

temperatures and timing. It says things like "add wings over again to make sure they are done and

crispy". There are missing words, incorrect words, half spelled words, it is apparent that this book is



not ready for prime time yet. It needs an editing session to clean it up and clearer directions.Other

complaints are if the pot is being cooked on an open fire, it is important to make sure that person

cooking understands how many coals equal "x degrees" or the directions to cook on a rack over the

flames. (Yes, there really is a calculation for that.) It is confusing for those who are new to dutch

oven cooking to not have this spelled out for them. Many of these recipes are going to be over or

under done as a result of a lack of proper directions.No pictures. No clear directions, no "real

campfire dutch oven recipes". There are better books out there, this one would be fine for seasoned

outdoor dutch oven cooks. It is not appropriate for those who are novices. (Feel free to email me for

suggestions on true dutch oven cooking books.)This book fails at even indoor directions due to the

lack of complete directions. Readers cannot read the author's mind. He has written a book that

works as a framework, but it seems to have been released before the final edit to make sure that

everything was finished.This book will work for well seasoned Dutch oven cooks because we are

able to judge temperatures and can figure out missing steps. With a good edit, it will work for

everyone.

The recipes are not bad. Photos would have been a bonus, a common desire with cookbooks. But

we also have mistakes such as..."Add beaks and let it sit overnight""Stemmed couscous""Add onion

and garlic, saluting"I could go on, but will let it rest right here.

Recipes are good.This book is 2 in a series of "Outdoor" Cooking.The picture of the orange glazed

Dutch oven is the type used indoors. And, the recipes all reference a conventional oven or stovetop.

I got this ebook because I wanted to learn a few recipes to cook in my Dutch Oven. This ebook has

about 24 recipes in it.I know for sure that I will be making at least one of them in the next week or

so.The description says its a cookbook, but I would say more of a cookbooklet because I always

think of my mothers cookbooks from when I was a kid. Each one of her cookbooks had lots of

recipes in them including hand written ones.The recipes seem to be easy to make. So if you are

looking for a few new dishes to try, this ebook may have just what you are looking for. I know for

sure my first one to make is the Spinach Soup. I love spinach and would eat it every day if I could.

Needed a good editor. Very poorly written, misspelled words, missing directions. Recipes were

interesting and I plan to try some. Just needs to be cleaned up a bit.



Nice book-simply done and readable while on the road or doing one recipe at a time. No crazy

shopping list to addd- YEA. good ideas for camping included.

I must have not looked at the description very well. It is not really a book, it is more like a pamphlet. I

was pretty embarrassed when it arrived.

Fantastic!! I love my dutch oven but it doesn't get enough use. This book is perfect for anyone who

loves dutch ovens.
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